MEDIA KIT – PROMOTIONAL REVIEWS
Put your short and medium features in value!
(60 minutes or less)

Visitors profile

WHO WE ARE
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Le Petit Septième (LPS) is a movie blog that has been around for
more than 5 years. It specializes in Quebec, international and auteur
cinema, and shows a lot of interest in short films. It works to make
more people know about non Hollywood cinemas: auteur films,
independent films and films from national cinemas from different
countries. It covers various festivals, theatrical releases in Quebec, as
well as new features available online.
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Visitors origine
Canada

The number of visitors on the website, as well as the number of
pages viewed are increasing. The notoriety of Le Petit Septième is
now established.
The co-founders, Annie Tanguay and François Grondin, are also
part of the jury of the International Narrative Short Film Festival
(INSFF). They are also surrounded by a team of collaborators from
everywhere in the world, with varied and complementary cinematographic tastes and interests.
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Visitors by ages
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Le Petit Septième is the reference in international cinema!
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Caracteristics of the review
• Promotional review in 2 languages (French and English), signed by Le Petit Septième
• Text between 350 and 450 words
• Publication in French on the website and in both languages in the mobile application (also
available in web format)
• Shared on Le Petit Septième’s Twitter account
The review will also be provided in PDF format, in French and in English.

Price and payment
This service is offered at a cost of $ 45.

The review must be paid in advance, by Paypal.
It will be delivered to you within 10 working
days.

